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the public sector,  and affected 
communities in corporate governance



The Currency of Power in Corporate Governance 
Interactions

“If you want to get rich, you have to steal from the poor”

David Makovah



Where we at

 We have developed a significant body of laws, normative standards 
(monitoring and enforcement mechanisms):
 King Code

 Equator Principles

 Environmental Legislation

 Anti-monopolistic legislation

 But despite these interventions we are still seeing continuing and 
significant transgressions:
 ABIL

 Marikana (mining sector)

 Medupi (Eskom)

 Collusion (bread, milk, medicine, construction)

 Banks (interest and exchange rates manipulation, money laundering) 



Unresolved issues

 What is going on here?

 Why are we still battling to change predatory behaviour?

 Why do we get shocked?

 Why do we then forget?...and carry on…



Case Study Background



The balance of forces

Management pay attention to stakeholders who:

 Have power in relation to the firm

 Are deemed to be legitimate

 Can muster a sense of urgency

What is the structure of power and influence in South 
Africa? 



Projecting power

Lonmin ABIL Eskom

Breach Housing Stock Micro lending Land rights

Victims Employees/Families Working class 
borrowers

Rural communities

Consequences for 
companies ? ? ?

Consequences for 
affected 
communities

? ? ?

1. Have power in relation to the firm
2. Are deemed to be legitimate
3. Can muster a sense of urgency



Consequences for firms

Lonmin ABIL Eskom

Breach Housing Stock Micro lending Land rights

Victims Employees/Families Working class borrowers Rural communities

Consequences for 
companies

1. Compromised 
production

2. Loss of revenue
3. Possible fine
4. Bad public relations 

image

Successful US$ 400 million 
rights issue

1. Micro-lending unit collapse
2. Bondholder losses
3. Possible fine and regulatory 

sanction
4. Bad public relations image

Recapitalisation after curatorship

1. Legal censure
2. Financial compensation
3. Bad public relations 

image
4. Warning from World 

Bank on funding

Business as usual

1. Have power in relation to the firm
2. Are deemed to be legitimate
3. Can muster a sense of urgency



Consequences for victims

Lonmin ABIL Eskom

Breach Housing Stock Micro lending Land rights

Victims Employees/Families Working class borrowers Rural communities

Consequences 
for victims

1. Loss of life
2. Loss of 

breadwinners
3. Erosion of social 

fabric
4. Loss of 

employment

1. Deduction of significant 
portion of already limited 
salary

2. Credit record impaired
3. Exorbitant and predatory 

pricing
4. Life is difficult..

1. Loss of livelihood
2. Loss of cultural 

heritage, and sense 
of belonging

3. Repeat of apartheid 
disenfranchisement

1. Have power in relation to the firm
2. Are deemed to be legitimate
3. Can muster a sense of urgency



Implications

Power dynamics mean the magnitude of losses suffered 
by victims is massive: frequently a question of life and 
death!

Losses suffered by perpetrators are largely financial and 
ameliorated by their power status

The powerful can commoditize the damage done to 
people and the environment into a currency/ price.



Question…

How many of us have suffered a home robbery? – What 
memories are evoked from that incident?

How many of us have suffered a hijacking? – What 
memories are evoked from that incident?

Yet the perpetrators of those crimes commoditized your 
assets, and potentially your life into a currency gain.



The Currency of Corporate Governance Today

Alas, that is the currency of the corporate governance 
institutional framework today, and its limitations are clear.

And within this conference and setting, we are re-
enforcing this unequal and unjust system…because we are 
only sensitive and responsive to the extent that it affect 
us…and not the poor and marginalised.



Short-medium term interventions

Mandatory compliance with normative standards

Independent audit of CSR obligations compliance ( consider power imbalance)

Specific protection for rural communities and communal resource ownership 
arrangements

Compliance enforcement by focusing on shareholders of multi-nationals and 
multi-lateral debt providers e.g. World Bank



Standardised regional CSR requirements (avoid regulatory arbitrage)

Prescribe local equity ownership as significant part of shareholding 
arrangements as opposed to state representative ownership

Legal recourse to balance sheet of holding company in the event of 
serious sustainability breaches

Legal recourse to state players who collude in undermining local 
community rights

Link operator incentives e.g. tax or license to sustainability 
compliance and metrics

Sustainability continued…



This is your Gold Standard in corporate 
governance

Long Term – The currency of human life 



No one laughs at God in a hospital

No one laughs at God in a war

No one laughs at God when the doctor calls after some routine tests

No one's laughing at God

When it's gotten real late and their kid's not back from the party yet

No one laughs at God when their airplane starts to uncontrollably shake

No one's laughing at God

When they see the one they love, hand in hand with someone else

And they hope that they're mistaken

Laughing With – Regina Spektor
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